Imagine the young 5th grader going to the library to do research on
how Woodinville became the founding father (or mother)
of “live” history. Instead of just choosing from 1000’s of history books written by others, this as yet unborn child
finds the dates in which the events took place then checks out a complete system of DVDs complete with live
footage of the events as they occurred. It is but a fraction of the former technique. The future child is having a
holistic learning experience from real time events. He or she has an exclusive ability to learn, question, write and
THINK based on events from his own observations. This child is your granddaughter or maybe your neighbor’s
great-great grandson. They have a stake. They are watching and participating in history
through viewing the real events - Events that may carry the living
talking images of their own ancestors in a younger day.
Who we were defines us. We are our
past. We are the sum total of what went
before us. If we do not understand our
history, we cannot understand the
moment. Time is but a revolving set
of experiences and choices that
dictate our paths.

In every second we have
a unique opportunity
never before
possible. We
have the ability to record history in real time. Our heirs do not
have to cipher drawings on a cave wall; hieroglyphics carved into
stone, parchment paper or history books written by someone who
wasn’t in attendance that may well be off the mark.
Everyone creates the now. Through
digital video recording,
real events = real time. It is Project Today

As we Create and design
archiving models, as guardians
of time, we create selfgenerating future event records.
It is Project Tomorrow

Welcome to our
time machine.
Everyone is here. Everyone will be here.
Everyone was here already. It is:
Project Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
A system of inter library history

Where is the
starting
point?
It is the
reenactments and/or memories
captured from our elders before
they completely fade from vision.
It is Project Yesterday.

UnInformed Consent is a grassroots

organization dedicated to community informed consent.
We represent the evolution and reinvention of
knowledge delivery =

The Right to Know….

